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SWC Sportmanship Committee to Meet Here Over Weekend

By Bob Flagg

approximately thirty delegates from seven, schools will register at noon today in the Lecture Lounge for the third meeting of the Southwest Conference Sportsmanship Commit tee. They will spend the rest of the afternoon discussing problems connected with intercollegiate relations.

The meeting, called by Ben Hammond, who was elected chairman of the Committee last spring, was called to acquaint new members with the aims and programs of the Sportsmanship group. A committee was formed at the meeting and past work, along with plans for the present school year, will receive the most attention at the meeting. Some discussion of the Sportsmanship code also is anticipated.

The program and agenda for the day was announced Thursday by the chairman.

Registration of delegates

Lecture Lounge

1:00 Luncheon - College Inn'

Address by Dean Cameron

request impracticable.

The idea of a yearly award to the Southwest Conference school demonstrating the best all-around sportsmanship attitude was originated at A & M several years ago, but it was not until this year that the group was given general approval from the University of Texas, SMU, TCU, Baylor, A & M, and Rice. The Sportsmanship Code was written at that time.

There is no definite membership of the Committee; it is merely a flexible group designed to collect and coordinate the concerns of the Southwest Conference schools. Each school is represented by a member of its student government, cheerleading squad, and newspaper.

The group does not operate under a formal charter, but does not lose any of its rights by not having a formal written constitution from the member schools.

Continued on page 2
**Praise**

Finding fault is easy. More than that, it is quite enjoyable to discover and point out the mistakes of others. And the papers are full of such criticism. It is with a real sense of vanity and pleasure that one finds something unspeakable in the papers which truly deserves praise.

It happened this week. George W. Armstrong offered $50,000.00--


to poverty-stricken Jefferson Military College, and to Southern Methodist University, and both schools refused his offer.

For SMU, an established college with sufficient funds, the refusal was relatively easy. But there are not enough words in the dictionary to describe the courageous action of the directors of Jefferson College. With a mortgage due, and no funds with which to meet it, a gift from the god dropped in their lap. But the gift was a seed, not in their souls, and the seed of their pupil. Assume that Jefferson could have found a use for all of the fifty million. Who wouldn't? But there goes it to turn down such an offer, and then look elsewhere for the money which was necessary to keep the school from closing its doors. This brand of moral courage requires recognition by all lovers of freedom.

And thank God for men like Nathan Klein, who, when he heard of the college's courageous act, sent his check for the amount of the mortgage which was due. It is gratifying to see the people of this country rally against any attack on our Declaration of Independence and Bill of Rights, which are one of America's greatest legacies. Mr. Klein personally bought his own battle against indifference, modestly saying, "This is my way of meeting my obligations to the system of life that has allowed me to prosper."
Front view of the main building on the campus of Royal College at Conroe.

Charity Group Plans For Drive
Several Funding-Raising Events Scheduled;
Collection Boxes To Be Placed On Campus

The Rice Charities Committee met Tuesday night to discuss several fund-raising plans to help Royal Industrial College of Conroe, Texas. The drive will be held to the week of November 12-19.

Larry Katz, treasurer of the group, students, urged to the meeting that the rice animals have made for an entertaining program and an opportunity will be given those who attend the dance to contribute to the drive.

The committee has changed its policy from last year slightly. There will be no solicitation outside of the library.

Jack Davis, in charge of special activities during Charities Week, announced several specific projects. A lunch-bus sale is to be held in conjunction with a Sophomore-Freshman track meet which is the Saturday after the Aggie game. The responsibility for arranging the buss to lunch the women students of the school. In addition to the point, there will be mid-week dance sponsored by the committee. Arrange-

Weekend’s Homecoming Schedule
(Continued from page 1)
that those young men and women who will contribute toward the memory of William March Rice.

Tour of Fondren Library
After the wreath laying on Saturday, the Rice Charities Committee will be open for tours of inspection by alumni. Have you a chance to see the building that Rice had to wait 20 years for? You may see that Fondren Library is one of the foremost institutions of its kind in the world. Student guides will be on hand to take you on tours of the building and answer your questions.

Roost Open for Lunch
For the convenience of alumni on Saturday, the Roost, student snack bar, will be open for lunch. This is a move on the part of Walter Murphy, Roost manager, (Rice, 46), makes it possible for alumni to eat on the campus before the Arkansas-Rice Homecoming game.

Homecoming Queen at the Half
Then at 2:50 Saturday afternoon, Rice will receive its former for the 1949 Homecoming football game. During the halftime show, the first Rice Institute Homecoming Queen will be presented to the students on October 24, her identity will remain secret until half-time. The selection of the queen will be by the students as well as by the alumni and will reign over the student alumnae. Attending at the ceremony will be Dr. William V. Houston, President of the Rice Institute, Mr. John H. Schenck, President of the Alumni Association, and Ben Hammond, president of the Student Association.

Reception at President’s Home
After the game, all alumni are cordially invited to the reception in the president’s new home on the campus. Each alumni will be given a chance to see the new home located southeast of Lovett Hall. Post game activities will include a tea at the home of Grace MacMurray, 2147 Main Drive, in honor of the Home coming Queen. The Queen will reign as a dance at the same address from 6-11 p.m. on the same day. All friends of the school are invited.

Student-Alumni Dance
The last activity of the day will be the Student-Alumni Dance which begins at 9 p.m. in the Crystal Ballroom. The dance will be semi-formal.

Iron Expert Discusses New Process At Founders Meeting
New Fields Opened by Superior Qualities

Industry now has available a new cast iron which, unlike ordinary cast iron, is not brittle but can be bent or twisted. This announcement was made October 2 by Dr. Talmage, well-known foundry engineer, before the annual meet-

THE THRESHER
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Classic Question Treated Objectively; “Rice Men Actually Need Mediums,” Declares On Beucedlass

By Emmett McGeever

With increasing frequency, of late, I have been approached by various young men with the request that I write some more of that jot kind about Rice men and their needs. As a few young lads of my acquaintance, and, while I barely post the particular breed which in-

sists, he didn’t delve too deeply into the particular breed which in-

㧐ns for the product are held by the American patent of about 25 million pounds per year, which the Freshmen will cease to be an honor. Any self-respecting scientists and will show the presence of the Freshmen will cease to be the self-governing classes of the Institute. If the Freshmen win, they will meet, their existence as almost will cease on Thanksgiving Day. If the Sophomores win, the Freshman Guidance Program will stay in force until the following year. Regardless of the outcome of the meet, Rice girls may get haircuts for Thanksgiving Day.

Following the track meet a box-

The Dirty Shame

Complement

Oranges JULIUS DRIVE-IN
4601 South Main
ANNA
TIP TOP COUNTY ISLAND

DELMAN

SATURDAY - SUNDAY
LORETTA YOUNG
GLOVERS GARDEN
"COME TO THE STABLE"
MONDAY - TUESDAY
JOHNSON GLOVERS GARDEN
"SCENE OF THE CRIME"

with increasing frequency, of late, I have been approached by various young men with the request that I write some more of that jot kind about Rice men and their needs. As a few young lads of my acquaintance, and, while I barely post the particular breed which in-

sists, he didn’t delve too deeply into the particular breed which in-

 spons for the product are held by the American patent of about 25 million pounds per year, which the Freshmen will cease to be the self-governing classes of the Institute. If the Freshmen win, they will meet, their existence as almost will cease on Thanksgiving Day. If the Sophomores win, the Freshman Guidance Program will stay in force until the following year. Regardless of the outcome of the meet, Rice girls may get haircuts for Thanksgiving Day.

Following the track meet a box-

The Dirty Shame

TAP ON THE HOUSE AT THE SOUND OF THE ALARM

KIRBY DRIVE AT BLAESSTAD

COMPLIMENTS OF

ORANGE JULIUS DRIVE- IN
4601 South Main
ANNA
TIP TOP COUNTY ISLAND
Nothing seemed to rise up when Stanley N. 5, of a Jewish student. When Dr. Lee posed his stipulations were (1) that persons of African descent were refused, and Armstrong then attempted to induce the board of trustees to reconsider his offer and discharge him.
Intramurals Begin To Shape Up

Fuller and Miller Advance
To Lower Bracket Finals

Championship Match Finalists
To Be Announced Before Thanksgiving

by John Plumbley

Even with all the bad weather, the Intramural tennis tournaments are coming along in good shape. In the upper bracket of the doubles, a bye in the first round, then advanced to the third round when Conn and Watson failed to play their match in the allotted time. This will pit the pack is chasing the doubles combination of Fuller and Miller. This team has advanced to the finals of the doubles, won over Reel and Sugg. They will play the winner of the Dally-Frati and the winner of the singles, will advance to the third round and are tentatively set to play the match. This match involved Moore and Littleton against Bloomer and Reel. Reel-Crosby and Crosby-McLoughlin took the measure of Bridy and Brand and Shaver and Sugg. Brand and Sugg Kedlin will play Conn and Chatham-Strode to see who gets second place.

Singles Tennis Match

Here are the dates by which the matches must be played. In the singles, November 10 is the deadline for the following matches: History vs. Chemistry, Class of 1922 vs. Class of 1923, Class of 1921 vs. Class of 1924. More Tennis Doubles

Double Matches

In the doubles these matches must be played by November 5: Moore and Littleton vs. Bloomer and Reel, Conn and Chatham-Strode vs. Kedlin and Daily and Pratt vs. Moore and Littleton. All doubles tournaments must be determined prior to the Thanksgiving holiday.

Touch Leagues Off To
Dog-Eat-Dog Finish

Sharky’s Bananas, Dubbs, NROT, Aces, And Donkeys Lead The Way

by John Plumbley

The cream is starting to come to the top in the Intramural Touch Football play, and the way it looks at this time play may result in dog-eat-dog fashion from here on out.

Northern League

In the Northern League the Black Aces are showing their heels to the rest of the teams, and the touchdown passing of Bobby Harris and the pass catching of Chick Harris, Jim Hoff, and Red Brown, the Aces have won two and lost none. In their last game they took the Sippy Sophs 18-6, Bobby Harris and Jim Hoff with two touchdown passes and flipped one to Mary Valentine to complete the scoring. In their first game the Harris boys combined their efforts to roll over a disorganized Roughley team 24-12. Bobby threw two TD passes when he found Red Brown and Hattie Chatham as hit targets, while Charlie McNeil and Bill Graf combined to score the 12 points for the losers. McNeil is the player of the week.

Southern League

The Southern League felt the wrath of the big Dubb team, and in this writing the big 1948 running back of John Plumbley is the winner of the Lott-Moreno match 6-2, 6-3. In the lower bracket, Willie Moreno will meet Merrill Lott who went into the third round with scores of 6-1, 6-3. Chuck Moore and he went into the third round with scores of 6-1, 6-3. The winner of the Lott-Moreno match will go against the winner of the C.B. Turney-Salts match. The game against Sam Davis 6-2, 6-2 and 6-2 went through the 11th round after which Davis pulled out.

SPORTS ENTRIES

Last seen in front of the following sports: basketball, handball, singles, table tennis, singles, and squash singles.

Gloss (Fifteen Center) Fuller edge big Jim Gerhardt 6-2, 6-1, and he was the awinner of the Pete Kline-Fish Ball match. Rounding out the lower bracket are Robert Causey and Jack Causey and John Sullivan. In the upper bracket past Ralph Teter and Sullivan came through 2-6, 6-4.

In the doubles competition

IS CO-OP A CO-OP

same as any book store down town. Now the mark up on text-books and technical books is around 30 per cent, of one dollar on a five dollar price. Let us say the average student buys about thirty dollars worth of books a year profit to the Co-op runs about six ty dollars worth of books a year; the average student buys about three dollars worth of books a year.

"Tennis Mail Box"

In the tennis doubles competition.

C. M. C. Delvecchio touched the D.J. C. handle and scored 120 points.

Dog-Eat-Dog Finish

The game between the Dubbs and the Dukes was a real test of the Aces and the Donkeys. The Aces scored 42-0 and the Dukes scored 0-0.

In the Northern League the Black Aces are showing their heels to the rest of the teams, and the touchdown passing of Bobby Harris and the pass catching of Chick Harris, Jim Hoff, and Red Brown, the Aces have won two and lost none. In their last game they took the Sippy Sophs 18-6, Bobby Harris and Jim Hoff with two touchdown passes and flipped one to Mary Valentine to complete the scoring. In their first game the Harris boys combined their efforts to roll over a disorganized Roughley team 24-12. Bobby threw two TD passes when he found Red Brown and Hattie Chatham as hit targets, while Charlie McNeil and Bill Graf combined to score the 12 points for the losers. McNeil is the player of the week.

In the Southern League the Black Aces are showing their heels to the rest of the teams, and the touchdown passing of Bobby Harris and the pass catching of Chick Harris, Jim Hoff, and Red Brown, the Aces have won two and lost none. In their last game they took the Sippy Sophs 18-6, Bobby Harris and Jim Hoff with two touchdown passes and flipped one to Mary Valentine to complete the scoring. In their first game the Harris boys combined their efforts to roll over a disorganized Roughley team 24-12. Bobby threw two TD passes when he found Red Brown and Hattie Chatham as hit targets, while Charlie McNeil and Bill Graf combined to score the 12 points for the losers. McNeil is the player of the week.

Ten Top Senior

Nominations In

Campanile to Name Winners at Later Date

The Campanile has received 40 nominations for the coveted positions in the "Outstanding Seniors" section of the annual. The editor will announce who was selected by the joint faculty-student committee on the point of basis at a later date.
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The Southern League felt the wrath of the big Dubb team, and in this writing the 1948 running back of John Plumbley is the winner of the Lott-Moreno match 6-2, 6-3. In the lower bracket, Willie Moreno will meet Merrill Lott who went into the third round with scores of 6-1, 6-3. Chuck Moore and he went into the third round with scores of 6-1, 6-3. The winner of the Lott-Moreno match will go against the winner of the C.B. Turney-Salts match. The game against Sam Davis 6-2, 6-2 and 6-2 went through the 11th round after which Davis pulled out.
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Gloss (Fifteen Center) Fuller edge big Jim Gerhardt 6-2, 6-1, and he was the awinner of the Pete Kline-Fish Ball match. Rounding out the lower bracket are Robert Causey and Jack Causey and John Sullivan. In the upper bracket past Ralph Teter and Sullivan came through 2-6, 6-4.
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Predictors Point To Rice, Mustangs, and Texas To Win Saturday

The predicting team of Martin and Lockhart found their way back to a well-worn path last week, hitting four for four (two of which went unpublished), to bring the season total to 17-1 for a percentage of .944. This week TCU takes a holiday, but the other six conference squads stay in action.

League to Pat Summit's passing combination has pulled the Volunteers out of some deep holes. The Owls, however, are not to be denied, and, with Frangie Williams, Sonny Wyatt, and Gerald Weatherly back in action, should take this one, 28-13.

The Mustangs almost didn't get pasted the fired-up Aggies on their way to the Cotton Bowl. The Cotton Bowl appearances for the Ponies now, and the Cadets have too many sophomores at big positions for the game to be too much of a battle. Bob Smith may give SMU's line trouble, but Kyle Rote, Speedy Roberts' teammate Randall Clay looks like a certainty. Nobody could leave out Sonny Wyatt and Bobby Lantrip. Both players are having great years.

The predicting team of Martin and Lockhart found their way back to a well-worn path last week, hitting four for four (two of which went unpublished), to bring the season total to 17-1 for a percentage of .944. This week TCU takes a holiday, but the other six conference squads stay in action.

Many Good Ends This Year

This year there is a bumper crop of good ends. Although Morris Bailey, JD Beam, Ben Proctor outstrip Rice's Frangie Williams in number of pass completions and yardage gained "Our Froggie" is the top candidate for end and probably the Southwest's best choice for an All-American. Williams is the second-ranking scorer in this part of the country, and as a clutch player has absolutely no better. Starting with Williams will be Baylor's Ison, while Rice and Proctor are only a step behind, along with Paul Williams, Billy Hix, and Jack Wolsert. There aren't too many outstanding tackles this year so Joe Watson should get in All-Conference at tackle slot. Usually playing defensive tackle in a seven man line, Watson ranks as a pretty good bet for All-American honors, himself. Bud McFadin, Texas' guard will rate the other tackle in a seven man line, Watson ranks as a plenty good bet for All-American.

All-Conference prospects, and look around for good bets for the game to be too much of a battle. Bob Smith may give SMU's line trouble, but Kyle Rote, Speedy Roberts' teammate Randall Clay looks like a certainty. Nobody could leave out Sonny Wyatt and Bobby Lantrip. Both players are having great years.

Well, there they are, and we hope that nobody challenges us to a duel because of the above predictions.

Field Material

In the backfield there is material galore, and no matter who is picked there will be plenty of squealing from ego-injured fans and players. SMU's Kyle Rote is a good bet to make the team and so has Adrian Burk. SMU's fine passing, his high percentage of completions, has been the making of Baylor's attack. Rote is a bruising runner and a good enough passer and passer to rate as a triple-threat even in this day of specialization. Probably the biggest chance for mistake lies in not having Walker first string. But until his injuries mend we'll have to run him as second string. Then too, we haven't got the last half of the season's play to go on.

Pick Four Backs

The only trouble with picking four backs from this group is which four to pick. A person would have to give a lot of thought before naming any one man ahead of another. However we will go along with a first string of Burke, Clay, Smith, and Kyle Rote. Behind them, only precious little toe are Sonny Wyatt, Dink McDiné, Sonny Wyatt, and Kyle Rote. Bobby Lantrip.
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Czech Purge
Free or Red Suppressed?

FIRE OWNS

The Czechoslovakia people, weary to numinities from war, repression, and oppression, and believing in representative government, after lightheartedness this month. It appears that an organized campaign, in the form of mass arrests, is being conducted to destroy the Czech middle class.

Basically the Czech poses a western European civilization with western ideas. They have struggled for their freedom and independence, succeeding during the last two decades and early thirties, in setting up a prosperous state with a republican form of government with democratic government.

After the defeat of the Nazis, it seemed that there was hope that a democratic regime could be set up in "Communist" style: but the country was too close to the Iron Curtain.

In February 1948 a Communist coup blanketed the world with a Czech liberal and set up a communistic red regime.

The coup in Czechoslovakia is a war for world domination. Communist is an international organization of the Russian bolsheviks, who have been jump started by the one man rule of Joseph Stalin.

If Russia is not satisfied with one man rule of Joseph Stalin, then he will be satisfied until he comes out on top, and then he will be satisfied with two men rule of Joseph Stalin.

If Russia is not satisfied with two man rule of Joseph Stalin, then he will still be satisfied until he comes out on top, and then he will be satisfied with three man rule of Joseph Stalin.

In the last analysis, the Russian bolshevik has only one goal, and that is to extend his one man rule of Joseph Stalin over the whole world. This is the reason why the Communists are on the march in Czechoslovakia, and why they are trying to force their form of government onto the Czech people.

There is no real "freedom" in Czechoslovakia under the Communist rule. The people are forced to obey the orders of the Communist leaders, and they are denied the right to express their own opinions and to vote for the government of their choice.

The Communist leaders in Czechoslovakia are using their power to suppress all opposition, including any form of dissent or criticism of the regime. They are also using their power to suppress any form of education that may challenge their authority, such as schools that teach students about the history of the country or about other nations.

The purges in Czechoslovakia have resulted in the arrest and imprisonment of thousands of people, and have led to widespread fear and intimidation. The Communist leaders have used these purges to suppress all opposition, and to maintain their grip on power.

The purges in Czechoslovakia are just one example of the international communist campaign to spread their form of government around the world. They are using their power to suppress all opposition, and to maintain their grip on power.
Five Year Plan For Engineers
Will Broaden Their Education

The five-year plan for engineers, which was begun in 1947, has reached its mid-point. The revision, made in the Engineering plan, brought about important changes in admission procedures and courses of study.

The new plan was instituted to give the Engineers a better background in all the courses, as well as to provide more time for additional instruction in their field of specialization. It is the opinion among practicing engineers and graduate students well equipped to work, but that as he is advanced into managerial and executive positions his education proves lacking. Until the five-year plan went into practice the engineer was "one-sided" knew only engineering. His range of ideas was limited. He did not know how to deal with people. Whether or not this will be eliminated cannot be determined yet, and it would be hard even to generalize, but at least, the new engineers are getting a more complete set of courses.

Under this system, the curriculum is the same for the first two years of engineering. The student engineers do not have to choose their specialized branch of engineering until his junior year, taking basic engineering during the first two years, and in this way is given a taste of all the phases of engineering.

During the first two years, he takes the general academic courses, plus some courses which deal with the theoretical side, insuring adequate preparation for the more technical courses to follow. In fact, the whole engineering curriculum is planned to stress theory because experience has shown that theoretical knowledge is difficult to obtain after leaving the Institute. At the same time, when the five-year plan was put into operation, the admission procedures were revised. Applicants, who should be graduated of an accredited high school, face a modified system of entrance examinations. As usual, students with high scholastic records from high-school, are entered without examination. But if there is any doubt as to the candidate's ability, he must be examined in either English or mathematics, or both.

Courses of study for students in departments other than science-engineering remain unchanged. Grades are still awarded bachelor of arts degrees in four years. But the Engineers go five years for their bachelor of science degrees. The change over has brought about an interesting situation. Rice Institute will graduate no engineers in 1951! Last year under and he has performed in a top notch manner. Starting with Lone across the back of the T will be Ray Parks, a 140 pound junior; Alvin Duke, a 245 pound senior; and Gross Manniti, a 190 pound fullback. Leon Campbell, one of the hardest runners in the conference, small either.

Rice Owls To Beat Arkansas U. Razorbacks At Homecoming Game

Tomorrow afternoon the Feathered Flock will begin their stretch drive for the Southwest Conference title as they play the Razorbacks from Arkansas U. Last year at this time the November-team Owls trounced the Hogs 25-6 in Fayetteville.

Too much wasn't expected of Arkansas before the season started, but the Hogs have been one of the real surprises of the year. So far they own victories over Texas Christian and A. and M, and they pulled a major upset when they edged Vanderbilt, one of the Southwestern powers, 6-6.

The squad has an experienced, big line with a sprinkling of sophomores. It's backfield is using the T formation for the first time, with results pleasing to catch John Barnhill, Sophomore Linebacker in the man under and he has performed in a top notch manner. Starting with Lone across the back of the T will be Ray Parks, a 140 pound junior; Alvin Duke, a 245 pound senior; and Gross Manniti, a 190 pound fullback. Leon Campbell, one of the hardest runners in the conference, small either.

"SMOKE MY CIGARETTE...
MILD CHESSTERFIELD"

Glen Ford
under the "Mr. Soft Touch" A COLUMBIA PICTURE

ALWAYS BUY CHESTERFIELD

They're Milder! They're Tops!-
IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES
WITH THE TOP MEN IN SPORTS
WITH THE HOLLYWOOD STARS

Copyright 1952, Louis & Moses Theus Co.

"The Gentle People"—Irvin Shaw
Contemporary Arts Exhibit
Fondren Library